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Middle East ’vital’ to U.S.

Diplomat backs U.S policy
By Stephen Cohudas
"Vital" is the term used to
describe United States oil interests
in thc Persian Gulf region by Philip
Habib, former U.S. under-Secretary
of State.
Habib gave the emphatic
response as an indirect answer to
the question of whether the U.S.
would consider military intervention
in the Middle East to protect oil
interests.
Addressing a dozen representtives him foreign countries and
their gusts, Habib spoke for more
than an hour on Amercica’s
changing foreign policy in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Thursday night.
Admittedly uncritical of U.S.
foreign policy, he said Congress, the
media, special interest groups and
the public are participating in
shaping "national interests"abroad.
"Foreign policy is no longer
developed in an elite environment,"
Habib said. "It is no longer an
executive prerogative."
Habib warned the audience
against the consequence of failure"
in the Middle East. He faulted the
Palestinian’s for obstructing a peace
the impact of which would "come
home to everyday American life."
He said the Carter administration has been reluctant to
involve American military forces in
the internal affairs of other nations
but conceded the sale of F-15 fighter
bombers to the Shah of Iran was a
form of direct support.
Habib blasted former CIA agent
Phillip Agee for his continued exposure of illegal CIA operations
overseas.
"I think he’s a shit," Habib said.
"Fingering CIA agents abroad is
unconscionable."
Habib reiterated offical State
Department policy throtiplinut

majortiy of his speech, however.
The presence of a strong U.S.
military force is the keystone of a
foreign policy aimed at containing
"the major threat" to world
peace,the Soviet Union, Habib said.
He doesn’t see the People’s
Republic of China "going capitalist"
although joint operations between
American firms and the Chinese
government are underway.

A diplomat-in -residence at
Stanford University, Habib has been
a close advisor to several presidents
and was actively involved in
negotiations to recognize the
People’s Republic of China.
He was invited to speak at SJSU
as part of a two-day conference on
and
international leadership
awareness sponsored by ther International Council of Santa Clara
Valley.

Chemicals, mixed and capped
too tightly in a glass flask may have
expanded due to a heat reaction
causing last Wednesday’s explosion
in the materials science lab of the
Engineering Building.
"What probably happened, was
the chemicals expanded due to a
heat reaction, which occurs when
certain chemicals are mixed
together, and burst the flask," said
Robert Johnk, associate dean of
engineering.
A routine investigation is continuing into the specific cause of the
explosion which injured fctur
students and a lab assistant.
A glass flask the solution was
kept in exploded, showering the five
with glass and acid.
Captain William O’Neill of the
San Jose Fire Department said
Wednesday that the explosion was
probably caused by the chemicals
being accidentally overheated by a
bunsen burner.
Notes from a San Jose Fire
Department public information
officer also stated a burner may
have been the cause, but also said
some type of blower or dryer could
have been involved.
According to Johnk, however, a
re-evaluation of what happened
determined that the explosion was
not cuase by a spark, as was earlier
speculated by O’Neill.
Daniel Dimich, Eugene Shimoto
and lab assistant Margie Auston
were injured and given first aid
treatment at the scene. They were
later taken to the health center for
further treatment for shock and
minor cuts.

were wearing protective goggles.
According to Ron Montgomery,
environmental safety officer, the
class was taught by Guna
Selvadura. The experiment the
students were working had been
done for seven years without any
problems he said.

"The investigation will attempt
to determine the specific details of
how the accident occured and to find
a means of prevention against future
accidents," he said.

The inquiry into the cause of the
accident is being conducted by the

Wixom said the investigation
should be concluded this week.

Dorm rates will rise
seven percent for fall
blame put on inflation
By J.S. Whaley
SJSU dormitory rates will increase 7 percent for the fall 1979
semester, according to Bill
Schooler, manager of Auxiliary
Enterprises.
Schooler cited inflation as the
reason for the increase. The new
rates have been approved and are
final.
The cost of a dormitory room
and 15 meals a week from the Dining
Commons for one year will be $1,589,
an increase of $119 from this year’s
rate. Rooms plus 19 meals a week
will cost $1,791, an increase of $129.
The dormitory room rates are
comprised of two distinct parts, the
room and the board.
Starting this fall, the yearly
room rate will be $816, an increase of
$49.

Kenneth Jackson, 20, and
Michael Fortanis, 20, were also
treated at the scene and taken to San
Jose Hospital.
All five were realeased within
three hours.

The yearly board rate will increase $60 for the 15-meal plan to
$768, and $75 for the 19-meal plan to
$975, according to Ed Zant, general
manager of Spartan Shops. This is
an increase of almost 8 percent.

None suffered acid burns
because they were hustled into a
cold shower immediately and no eye
injuries were sustained because all

The increase in board rates is
necessary because food costs are up
approximately 10 to 11 percent,
Schooler said, and the Dining

Academic Senate to vote on measures
that will increase degree requirements
By Chuck Henrikson
Three Curriculum Committee
recommendations, if aecepted by
the Academic Senate this afternoon,
could make obtaining a college
degree more difficult than it is now.
One of the resolutions is a
revised version of an upper division
English graduation requirement
that the senate debated earlier and
referred back to the committee.
The second resolution recommends specific coursework to be
taken in high school prior to admission to the university.
The last one is a sense of the
senate resolution asking the
chancellor of the CSUC system and
the statewide Academic Senate to
revise the CSUC admissions
requirements for high school
graduates.
A sense of the senate resolution
represents a concern of the senate
and is not formal policy. They may
be addressed to anyone the senate
wants to make aware of its feelings.
up guidelines

for an upper division written English
requirement, which was written to
satisfy a CSUC board of trustees
mandate, would require the writintg
workshop be taken before the
student completes 90 units.
The 90-unit cut off and the threat
of probation that accompanied it in
the original proposal were disputed
by several senators and have been
tempered somewhat on the revised
proposal by giving the academic
vice president discretionary powers
in enforcing the policy.
Under the requirement,
students must complete six units of
lower division English composition
prior to the upper division workshop.
Courses would be offered, or
designated by every department
responsible for a degree program.
For example: an engineering major
could take an engineering writing
workshop, or perhaps, a designated
chemistry writing workshop.
In lieu of the workshop, students
could take a challenge examination
it ho.,,
for a fee The fee

determined yet.
The committee is recommending that the senate adopt as
policy the following list of high
school courses that applicants for
admission "should" have, and that
the university "give special consideration" to applicants who have
completed:
Three years of English, with
emphasis on reading and writing
skills;
Three years of one foreign
language:
Two years of mathematics;
Two years of science, with
laboratory experience;
Three years of social science,
including U.S. history;
And experience in some or all
of the following: literature, art,
music, and/or drama.
The sense of the senate
recommendation is that the (SUC
..o,0
nod (.1% ,.ta

campus investigations unit, said
Greg Wixom of the University
Police.

weight- to applicants for admission
who have completed certain high
school courses.
The list of recommended
courses is similar to the proposed
SJSU policy list.
admission
..:urrent
CSUC
requirements for high school
graduates are based on high school
grade point average and SAT and
ACT scores. The actual courses
taken though are not considered.
Curriculum
Committee
Chairman Ted Norton said that an
applicant’s high school (IPA may be
based on "water polo, macrame and
driver’s education classes."
He wants more emphasis placed
on college preparatory courses.
The "Request to Strengthen
Admission Requirements" states
that certain classes "should" be
taken. but does not ask that the be

Commons has been forced to cut out
items to reduce costs. Even with the
cuts, the Dining Commons has been
spending more than it takes in each
month.
A Spartan Daily article March 8
mentioned problems the Dining
Commons staff has been having
trying to make ends meet due to the
double digit inflation rate.
The increase in room rates is
needed to offset the rising utility
costs, Schooler said. "A little over 25
percent of the dormitory budget
goes to utility costs."
When the utility companies
raise their rates, the dormitory costs
go up, he explained.
Other causes for the room
inrease include the rising price of
water supply and maintenance of
the buildings.
"We have the lowest rates in the
CSUC system this year," Schooler
sid, "and when the results come in
think we will be the lowest next
year."
Schooler and SJSU Housing
Direetor Cordell Roland are working
on an idea that could cut the rates.
They wil probably present the idea
to dormitory students next year to
find out their opinion.
The plan is to see how much
money would be saved by allowing
the students to eat only at the Dining
Commons, Schooler said. Students
who now live in the dormitories can
eat at the Student Union or the
bakery, as well as the Dining
Commons.
This practice costs the Dining
Commons money because the staff
there plans to feed a :.ertain number
of persons each day. If the dormitory students were restricted to
eating only at the Dining t’ommons,
the staff would know exactly how
many students to plan for, and would
save money.
On the other hand. according to
Schooler, different locations for a
meal provide a change of pace for
those who must eat at the Dining
Commons all the time. No one
wants to eat in the same place all the
time," Sehooler said.
Schooler plans to have an
estimate of possible savings to show
to the students next semester. This
way, they can get an idea of how
much money they could save by
forsaking the trips to the S.U. or
bakery, and decide whether or not it
is worth it.
-We’re trying to do all we can to
keep costs low, Schooler scott.
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Umpires violating
current agreement
By Danny Edwards
The howls of protest are becoming louder as the 1979 professional
baseball season moves on with its regular umpires still on strike.
More than 50 major league umpires still are holding out for salary increases as minor league and amateur umpires continue to call the balls and
strikes.
Cries of outrage from players and fans alike are urging Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn to give in to the demands of the umps so that the "national pastDanny Edwards is a

Spartan Daily editor

time" will not be "disgraced" by these inexperienced "fill-ins."
For one of the few times during his reign as commissioner, Kuhn is
making the right decision in not interfering with the hard stand taken by
both league presidents, Lee McPhail and Chub Feeney, who are willing to let
the show go on despite the umpire strike.
What seems to have been lost in the excitement is the fact the striking
umps signed a five-year contract three years ago and are now violating that
agreement. The contract calls for first year umps to start at 817,500 a year
with the most experienced making in excess of $40,000 a year.
What would any other employer do in that situation? Just what the
league president to are doing now let these men rant and rave and hire
other people to do the job.
The umpires, who, according to Feeney, have been granted a 7.4 percent
salary increase but want 30 to 50 percent more on top of that, appear to be
depending on one tactic to reach their goal: players and fans will become so
disgusted with the non-major league umpires poor performance that
eventually, Kuhn, McPhail and Feeney will be forced to comply with their
demands.
Even now, the striking amps and some players are contending that the
fill-ins can’t handle the pressure of calling a major league game and their
performance has been so degrading that it has become an embarrassment to
baseball.
But, upon examining the issue closely, one will realize where the
"embarrassment" really lies and who the fault can be attributed to.
It is not the holding out of Kuhn or the inexperience of some men trying
to do their best, but the fault of men who have decided not to honor an
agreement they signed three years ago.

Fill-ins’ performance...an
embarrassment to baseball
It is the fault of Richie Phillips, the striking umps attorney and
negotiator, who has led massive campaigns urging fans to not attend games
until the strike is over and the umpires’ demands have been met.
Stooping to measures such as this for personal gain are hardly standard
practices for an organization such as the umpires’ union, which is hurling
charges of "embarrassment" and "disgrace."
The actions of the umpires union, Phillips and the fans who may be influenced by these tactics is the root of the entire sad situation.
The fault is not at the hands of the newly recruited umpires. These are
men who have toiled in the minor leagues just like any player waiting for
their chance and now that they have it, some have been threatened that it
would "not be in their best interests" to take the positions.
who made the threats? Why, those guys who are saying the new umpires
are "disgusting."
Only in extreme cases would anyone expect a minor league ballplayer to
make the jump to the majors and produce instantly. The new signal callers
lack experience but day by day they are gaining the knowledge needed to
ump in the pro ranks and as the season progresses, their confidence will
increase.
Eventually, the hold-out tactics of the striking umpires will backfire. By
that time, they may be out of jobs permanently.
Over the course of a 162-game season, it will be the play of the better
teams, not the calls of umpires, that will determine the division champions.
Ever since the baseball season started the new umps have been under
the gun. Though there have been obvious missed calls due to lack of experience, minor arguments are being blown out of proportion by fans,
players and the press.
Now that the umpires are not the regular veterans, who have been
known to miss a few in their dayshave we forgotten already?-- it has
become the new angle for newspapers and television.
Giving in to the umpires will only boost the player into feeling he is
justified in asking for an astronomical salary.
What’s in store for next year? Well, the peanut vendors and batboys are
going to form a union ...

Touching all the bases
Support the strike
By Steve Carp
While I don’t like the idea of
athletes striking, once in a while I
can accept it.
The major league baseball
umpires strike is one dispute fans
should rally around.
Officiating is a thankless job.
You can never please everyone
While the players get everything
taken care of for them, the umps
have to make like travel agents to
make their own connections for
airplanes ( a neat trick these days),
hotels, cabs to and from the ball
park and meals.
The umpires want more
benefits. They want the right to
bargain as individuals as the
ballplayers do.
They also deserve these things.
After seeing over a dozen major
league games this season officiated
by "minor league" ( and I do mean
MINOR) umps, I have come to the
conclusion that baseball will hurt
itself more each time these amateur
crews step on the field to work a
game.
The difference in competence is
evident. Players are bitching and
moaning about balls and strikes.
plays that aren’t close and plays that
are relatively close.
What the players are doing is
intimidating the umps, something
they have a lot of trouble doing when
the regulars are working the games.
The fans want to see baseball,
not arguments.
The umpires are participants
like the players and some do their
job better than others. As I’ve said

before, if one umpire is better than
another, he should be paid more.
It’s been said that the best
umpires are the ones you don’t
notice. My question is, with all the
"visibility" the scab umpires are
getting, are they really the best?
So please Chub Feeney and Lee
Steve Carp is a
Spartan Daily reporter

McPhail, put down your grudges
against Richie Phillips, the umps’
leader, give these underpaid,
overworked guys a break and let’s
get the game of baseball back the
way it should be with major league
ballplayes and major league umpires.
P.S. By the way Bowie Kuhn, do
YOU think the umpires’ strike is "in
the best interests of baseball?"

By Chuck Hildebrand
It’s been almost a month since
the major league baseball season
got underway without the presence
of the umpires, who went on strike
for the right to bargain as individuals, additional pay and added
benefits.
Their objectives are certainly
not out of line, and if they can
wrestle anything away from the
traditionally viselike grip of the
Lords of Baseball, the umps are
entitiled to it.
But I think the umpires have
overdratnatized their importance
and so have a lot of the players and
managers who have found convenient scapegoats in the
replacement arbiters for difficulties
of their own making.
The umpires have used the
argument that a major league
baseball game somehow loses

letters
Editor:
Ms. Matthews-Granshaw writes
praise for the AS. Election Board,
yet she forgets to mention that the
vote to send the ballot issue to the
A.S. Judiciary was unanimous and
that she voted to label the ballot
confusing with the rest of the
Election Board.
After the vote to label the ballot
confusing, Mr. Sturrock was asked
to resign as chairman of the Election
Board because of the many mistakes
he alone made which threw the
election into doubt. Sturrock was
able to keep his position only by
casting the tying vote. This proves
that there was significant concern
on the Election Board itself for the
actions of Sturrock which include:
Not allowing enough time to
review the ballot before it went to
the printers.
Not notifying board members
of meeting dates and times which
hindered the election process.
Allowing a non-board member
guest to be present in the room
where the ballot tabulation was
going on to "help out."
Not contacitng volunteers to
man voting booths and having to
rely in one instance on the A.S.
president to fill in.
Refusing to
contact the
campus maintenance office to notify

the groundskeepers of the election so
campaign signs would not be ripped
down.
Failing to call for a halt to the
voting once it was discovered the
ballot was confusing and
misleading. Instead, word-of-mouth
instructions on to a few poll workers
to try and rectify the ballot’s
shortcomings.
It has been said college students
should be able to figure out the ballot
the way it was constructed. There
should be nothing to be figured out.
The ballot is not a crossword puzzle
or a maze. Unfortunately Sturrock
treated the ballot and the election as
some sort of childish game. His
attitude toward the students and the
design of the ballot reflects his
contempt for the democratic
process.
There was ample space and
ample precedent for spelling out
GREENBACK on the ballot. Other
tickets with longer names ( THE
RICO TICKET, THE McGRAW
TICKET) have been spelled out on
the same type of ballot in the past.
Candidates have enough to do
running against each other. We
shouldn’t have to fight the Election
Board too.
Michael Dutton
Greenback Party Chairman

policy

The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readers expressing
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triple-spaced and must include the
writer’s major, class standing,
address, telephone number and
signature.
Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style
or libel.
Letters should be submitted
at The Daily Office (JC 208)
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
weekdays, or by mail to the
Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
125 S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA
95112.

something because it is not officiated by major league umpires.
And, of course, a lot of players
and managersmost recently, the
Giants during their recent series in
San Diego and New Yorkclaimed
the fill-in umps were responsible for
misfortunes of their own doing.
Chuck Hildebrand is a
Spartan Daily editor

Unfortunately for both parties,
neither argument holds water.
We find no discernible difference between the product this
season and that of the past.
Umpires, whether they be
professional or amateur, are no
Certainly the striking umpires
are, by and large, the tops in their
field, but they aren’t that much
better than a Triple A umpire.
And there are lots of umpires in
the college and youth baseball ranks
who are quite capable as well.
Inevitably, an umpire in any
league is going to make a mistake
and is going to hear about it in no
uncertain terms.

Confusing A.S. election

Letter

dhoomewitisiorsorf-mr,

Go ahead, play ball

So all the bitching about the
incompetence of the substitute
umpires doesn’t merit any attention-because it’s merely a slightly
revised edition of the speeches
managers and players have been
making for years.
It’s been demonstrated this year
that, although there have been a few
more missed calls than in the past,
the sun will continue to rise in the
east each morning despite the
umpires’ strike.
Baseball is a game in which the
playersnot the umpiresare the
axis on which the game rotates and
the game has not suffered during the
strike for that reason.
There will always be complaining and bellyaching by
athletes, who just can’t seem to
accept the fact that perhaps they
might be at fault for their poor
performances.
From their viewpoint, the strike
has just provided them with a new
excuse.
And from the standpoint of the
umpires themselves, it’s time they
realized they aren’t indispensable
and started changing their public
tones little.
Umpires are like rabbits, No
matter how many you kill, there will
always be a lot of similar appearanceand capabilityto take
their place.
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Reactors in five states close
WASHINGTON ( AP)
The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission issued orders
Friday to temporarily shut
down nuclear power plants
designed by the company
that built the crippled
Three Mile Island reactor.

order closing of the plants
came shortly after a
commission official announced that operators of
the facilities had agreed to
close the plants voluntarily
to make safety improvements.

The NRC’s decision to

Harold Denton, the
NRC’s director of nuclear

POW families irate over inaction
WASHINGTON i AP ) Families of American
servicemen who never
returned from the Vietnam
War are accusing Presdent
Carter of breaking his
promise to seek the fullest
possible accounting of U.S.
prisoners of war and
missing in action.
These families say the
administration is more
interested in improving
relations with Vietnam
than in pressing for information on the men offically presumed to be
dead.
"The problem is there
hasn’t been any effective
U.S. government effort to
get the accounting that
we’ve been promised all
these years," said Ann
executive
Griffiths,
director of the National
League of Families of
Prisoners and Missing in
Southeast Asia.
"And that is not due
particualrly to any lack of
the
by
capability
military," she said. "It’s a
political problem."
The plight of families
of American POWs and
MIAs resurfaced with
Marine Pfc. Robert Garwood’s return last month
form Vietnam after 13 and
one-half years.

Before Garwood’s
return, U.S. officials had
assured POW and MIA
families there were no
Americans remaining alive
in the former war zone.
Garwood was captured by
theViet Cong in August 1965
and officiallylisted by the
Defense Deaprtment as a
prisoner of war. But on his
return to the United States,
he was chrged with
desertion.
The POW-MIA league
says Carter promised the
United States would not

and we were all geared to
go ahead and normalize
relations, when Vietnam
invaded Cambodia and
China invaded Vietnam.
"So, now everything is
at a total stalemate and
stagnating," she said.
Meantime, Vietnam
has been admitted to the
United Nations without
U.S. objection.
The governemnt lists
about 1,150 of the unaccounted as known dead
whose bodies were not
recovered. Another 1,350 or

spite of the fact that to
date, after six years, we
have a total of 75 remains
that have been returned.
"That’s hardly what
anyone,
even
totally
uninformed, would consider the fullest possible
accounting that could be
Ms.
says
obtained,"
Griffiths, whose brother,
Navy IA. Cmdr. Jim Mills,
has been unaccounted for
since his jet plane was shot
down in 1966.
All but 127 of the men
once listed as prisoners or
missing have been
declared presumed dead.
Special military boards
make the declarations on a
case-by-case basis after
reviewing all available
evidence.
The families and the
services say the problems
involved in a final acecounting include getting
identification teams into
Vietnam, locating graves
or crash sites and identifying remains.
The families say
declaring the men as
presumptively dead is
unfair.
They say the
government is citing as
sufficient evidence the
mere passage of time
without a sign that a man is
alive.
"They’re placing the
burden of proof on the
family. Either the family
can prove he’s alive or
they’re going to presume
he’s dead," Ms. Griffiths
said.
"And with the
limited resources of a
POW -MIA
family
as
the
with
compared
government’s resources,
which have been totally
impotent, then it’s hardly a
fair situation."
When a serviceman is
reclassified from captured
or missing to presumed
dead, the wife gets 55
percent of his pension if he

’Either the family can prove
he’s alive or they’re going
to presume he’s dead’
diplomatic
extend
recognition to the Hanoi
government, lift the trade
embargo or allow Vietnam
into the United Nations
until the prisoners and
missing had been accounted for as fully as
possible.
"Of course there’s
been a total change," said
Ms. Griffiths. "President
Carter reversed his policy

NEED A JOB?
VICTOR TEMPORARY
SERVICES
Interviewing on campus
May 1, Tuesday
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
BLDG. Q, Room 9C

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Long term or Short term
Also Summer Jobs, NO FEES
Positions Available: Secretarial,
Receptionist, Typing, Keypunch,
General Office, Warehouse, and
Production Assembly.

so men once were listed
either as missing or
prisoners, but were not
among the 533 American
POWs whom the communists released in 1971.
A special House panel
and a presidential task
force concluded none of the
missing was alive and
recommended they be
presumed dead -- a
judgement being made for
each individual by special
military boards.
Ms. Griffiths says
Carter "even went so far as
to say he would not allow
presumptive findings of
death to be made in these
cases until he was personally convinced that
every man had been accounted for as accurately
as possible."
"He told us this in
February of 1977, and in
August of 1977 he agreed to
a Department of Defense
recommendation to go
ahead and declare the
remaining POWs and MIAs
presumptively dead, in

knowing whether she has a
husband or they have a
father?"
The families also have
questions about reports
from Vietnamese refugees
and others of 4,000
sightings of white prisoners
in Vietnam since the war.
The reports are compiled
in 15 volumes of documents
that were released by the
Pentagon in Janurary.
The
government
discredits the reports
saying they are contradictory, inconsistent
and unprovable.

Political posters
dot Peking walls
PEKING (API The
fiery posters are fading
and dawn seldom breaks on
fresh angry paint. But the
people still come to
Democracy Wall and the
posters still speak. The
voices are softer now, but
clear.
Several weeks ago the
Chinese government called
a halt to the wall poster
demands for human rights
and to criticisms of the
Communist Party. The
most ferocious banners
were torn down or pasted
over.
Here and there are
small, scrawled remnants:
"Where there is supis
pression,
there
rebellion" from Chairman Mao. A yellowed
scrap of paper carries a
pink blossom and the
words, "A flower for
human rights."
The wall posters that
survived and the occasional new arrivals are
more mundane a ram-

bling collage of pinks,
greens and whites, of
gripes and pleas, snatches
of biography, traces of
hopes.
In a day, thousands of
people amble by. They
stand silently, reading,
then moving on with their
clusters of coriander or
bags of fresh crabs. They
say nothing about what
they read.

Special guest Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer
prize
winner
and
America’s
most
distinguished living black

poet, will highlight SJSU’s
Phelan Award Days
Thursday and Friday.
The Phelan Awards
are annual literary honors
given to outstanding entries in 10 different
categories. The awards are
made possible by an endowment from the late Sen.
James Phelan of Saratoga,
who was a patron of the
arts.
As part of the Award
Days, Brooks will offer a
poetry workshop May 3
from Ito 3 p.m. in the S.U.
Costonoan Room.
A18 p.m. she will give a
poetry reading of her own
work in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room. This performance is presented by
the San Jose Poetry Center
and funded by the Fine
Arts Commission, City of
San Jose, National Endowment for the Arts and
the
SJSU
English
Department.

Three six -week Sessions
MAY 29JULY 6
JUNE 18JULY 27
JULY 9AUGUST 17
Over 600 classes, seminars and conferences
Tuition: $40 per semester unit

C.

For FREE Class Bulletin
call our 24 hour 110111 NI

(415) 469-1414
Or mail this coupon to SI-SU, Summer Sessions.
1600 Holloway Ave., San Francis«), CA 94132

Please RUSH my 1979 Summer Bulletin
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Zip
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the University Administration
or the Department of Journallsrn and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder of semester basis.
Full academic year, $9. Each
semester, $4.50. Off-campus
price per copy, 10 cents. Phone
777-31111, Advertising 277-3171.
Printed by Meredith Newspaper
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The awards will be
presented May 4 at 7 p.m.
in the Home Economics
Building, room 100. In
additon to the awards in the
10 categories, three special
awards will also be
presented.

The special awards are
the Roberta Holloway
award for the outstanding
undergraduate student in
English, the Mara Steffey
award for the outstanding
graduate student in
English and the Paul
Roberts award I or the
outstanding
gt aduate
student in linguistics.

The Paul Roberts
award will be presented for
the first time this year.
Following the awards

AMIEIR
ONE
Kik lea.

MON

WATERSHIP
DOWN
9:10

The
Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
voted to accept the company agreements for
voluntary shutdown, then
formalized the proposals
by telling its regulatory
staff to issue orders for the
closings. The staff can
allow the plants to be
reopened without further
commission action when
the improvements are
completed.

Seven plants to be
closed are located in
Arkansas,
California,
Florida, Ohio and South
Carolina. The other two
plants built by Babcock
and Wilcox are at Three
Mile Island in Pennsylvania.
Earlier, Denton had
told the commissioners the
plants would have to be
closed at least two months
to solve any technical
problems. He said the
reactors might have to be
closed much longer if
design
changes are
necessary.
Some utility officials
have said a shutdown could
keep the plants closed
through the
summer
months, a time of peak
demand for electricity, and
could lead to blackouts in
some areas.

Have you read
today’s Classifieds?
Get the edge! Prepare to tale the

LSAT
Law School Admissions Test
Saturdays. May 19, 26. June 2.9. 16, 1979
9 a.m.-1230 p.m., Business Classriven 002. SJSU campus
Total cost is $65 including material,

For further information:
Office of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg 1368
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
1408) 277-2182

San Jose State University

The newest posters
include windy political
discussions that may
stretch for 20 posters and
poems that stretch for 10
posters. The messages
may be ponderous, prosaic
or poignant. There are
even posters about posters.
Some writers vent ’
their spleen on the Gang of
Four or
Mao Tse-tung
and Party Chairman Hua
Kuo-feng. One writer
criticizes the forestry
program of the old regime,
one suggests an elaborate .41
reform
of Chinese
characters.

Poet to attend awards presentation

SESSION
( 1979
SUMMER
FRANCISCO
SAS UNIVERSITY
STATE

State

was eligible for retirement,
and the children get Social
Security and Veterans
Administration benefits. If
he was not eligible for
retirement, there still are
death benefits and insurance.
"But how much do you
pay a wife who knew that
her husband was alive and
in captivity three years
after he was initially shot
down?" Ms. Griffiths
asked. "How much money
do you pay her to compensate what she has to go
through for raising five
children alone and not

reactor regulation, told the
commission that utility
companies
operating
reactors built by Babcock
and Wilcox Co. had
promised to shut them
down to conduct new safety
analysis, make safety
modifications, prepare new
emergency proceedures
and improve the training of
plant operators.

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

MONDAY SPECIAL
All you
can eat
of fresh
tempura deep
fried fish

ALSO
EARLY BIRD Dinner includes Rice,
Cole Slaw and
MENU 5-7
Captain’s Bread
DAILY $4.145

ceremon y will be a wine
and cheese reception. All
activities for the days will
be free and open to the
public.

6600 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino 996-7017
csX

.NOCEXN . X

VISTA

Are you a self-starter who believes that social change on
behalf of the poor and powerless in America is possible?
If so, you belong in VISTA.
VISTA volunteers serve one year working with non-profit
organizations, neighborhood self-help groups and social
service agencies. Their goal is to help the poor and powerless in our society have a greater voice in the decisions that
affect their lives.

As a VISTA you may organize community action groups to
deal with neighborhood issues, or work on projects related
to consumer affairs, legal services, business and economic
development, housing, education, youth counseling, or
health and nutrition.
Your degree or relevant community work experience may
qualify you for the experience of your life. See our representatives for information on current and future openings
throughout the U.S.

Volunteers ON CAMPUS NOW
In
Service
9:30A, -3:30pm
To
America
STUDENT UNION

Through Wednesday

also
BIRDS DO IT,
BEES DO IT
7:15

5P

o 5
0 PM
$ 49
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feature
Female cadets coping in ROTC
By Patrick McGreevy
Like many other fields
that were once totally male
dominated, the military
has slowly opened its doors
to women.
Evidence of this
change can be found in
SJSU’s Army ROTC
which this
program,
semester has eight female
cadets along with 77 males.
Is it difficult for these
to
officers
potential
compete against men in
what has in the past been a
male institution?
"I didn’t go out and
play army with the boys
when I was a kid," Captain
Linda Davis, a nursing
senior at SJSU said. "Girls
just didn’t do that. The
Army is really a challenge
especially the leadership
part of it."
Master Sgt. Allison
photo by Atnt,h,1 Ashley Nelson agrees.
Linda Davis
"It’s really a challenge
having to cope with the

male cadets," she said.
"ROTC forces you to learn
to cope in a man’s world."
The problem is that
women are raised to let
men lead, according to
Capt. Noemi Shillingburg,
a senior.
never
"Women
practice leading," she said.
learn
to
have
we
"So
leadership now."

as a cadet, Shillingburg
still thinks people on the
outside don’t take her
seriously.
"One day I went to a
Taco Bell with my uniform
on, and the girl behind the
counter couldn’t believe
that I was in the Army. She
said, ’Are you really in the

Although the men in
her unit have accepted her

with the men, in war
maneuvers and train on
weapons.
Davis and Shillingburg
boast that they can shoot
better than their male
counterparts.
The three cadets have
similar reasons for joining
the Army ROTC program

’Women never practice
leading... so we have to
learn leadership now’

Davis, Nelsen and
Shillingburg all denied that
they are treated any differently by the men they
work with.
"They don’t baby us
when we’re in uniform; in
fact, they’re very supportive. I feel as if we’re
one group," Davis said.
"But they still open doors
for us."

Army?’ so I said, ’Are you
really in Taco Bell?’"
Because U.S. law
prohibits women from
serving in combat, none of
the female cadets think
they’ll ever use the
military skills they are
learning. Just the same,
they participate, along

"My father is an ROTC
instructor in Oakland, and
I saw ROTC as a way to
pay my way through
school," Davis said. "For
nursing, the military has a
lot to offer "
It’s a chance to meet a
lot of people and travel,
according to Shillingburg.
She hopes to be stationed in

Scholarships
just gets carried over from
year to year, gaining interest,"
Paul
said,
"because nobody uses it."
All that students have
to do is ask the librarians
on the third floor ( north
wing) for guides to
scholarships, Paul said.
"I like helping students
find materials; I’d be glad
to assist them in getting the
resources available to
them.
"This one is used most
often," he said, leafing
book
the
through
’Scholarships, Fellowships
and Loans.’ "The subjects
index tells how you can

help students get their
grants, according to the
Digest
of
Education
Statistics 1977-78, published
by the National Center for
Educational Statistics.
"Much of the money

flashback
Six years ago today:
Between 250 and 300
Iranian students and
supporters marched from
Union Square in San
Francisco to the Embarcadero
Center
protesting the Shah’s
regime in Iran and accusing the government of
the killing of 28 Iranian
students.
Four Years ago today:
Statistics showed that
white males constituted an
overshelming majority of
the
1974
faculty
promotions.
The date indicated that
74 percent of all promotions
were given to white males.

More than 40 angry
students seized and occupied the office of James
Willis, chairman of the
Economics Department, in
a bid to force a meeting
with the department’s
executive committee.
The protesters, objecting to "stalling tactics
of the administration," left
peacefully at noon after
holding DMH 146 for more
than two hours.

Stating that he would
fight faculty layoffs in the
state college and university
system, Li Gov. Mervyn
Dymally said that "we
should consider laying off
some administrators instead."
Three years ago today:
AS. Attorney General
Perry Litchfield was accused by another attorney
general candidate, Robert
Crawford-Drobot, of not

HIGHER EDUCATION

performing
additonal
duties he used as
justification for receiving a
salary.
Litchfield denied the
charges, saying, "If I
didn’t deserve it (salary)
wouldn’t have asked for
it."

OMELET HOUSE
340 N. Sento Crux

dem1111

For Quality Food
Fairly Priced
For interesting
conversation. meet
the community at
our community table.
Open 7 ens-11 prn See-Thers
7 ern -Midnight Fri -Set

qualify for the money."
The Barron’s Handbook of American Colleges
Financial Aids lists school
by school the scholarships
they have to offer, he said.
"We even have books
to tell students how to fill
out the forms," he said.
"Many of them
(scholarships)
require
resumes. You have to know
what you want and where
you’re
going.
They
(scholarships foundations)
are looking for ambitious
people who really haven’t
had a chance."

Amity’s LSAT
Review Seminars

NOW IN SAN JOSE
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
DETAILS AND LOCAL
SCHEDULE INFORMATION
800-243-4 76 7 Ext. 761

unusual
Some
scholarships are available
for students through the
library directories.
"We have scholarships
to train inmates in
correctional facilities," he
said, "a directory for

Financial Aids for Women
and there’s a lot of money
available for students
studying overseas."
When asked what
happens when students
come in for scholarship
Paul,
information,
surrounded by accumulated books, replied,’
We basically pile books on
the table and tell them to
take their choice."

.L.Thll.

May 1

Specializing in the
Natural Look
by
Mr. Wilfred and Staff
Men’s and women’s hair care center

Mention our ad and get
20% OFF ALL SERVICES
10% OFF ALL RETAIL PRODUCTS
VKA

35 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
SAN JOSE
294-8989
112 block

TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT
$6.00 EXTRA for 6 Scyl.
Your Car is tuned on our Road
Dyno A $21,000 system far more
accurate than any tune.up
under idle conditions
YOUR TUNEUP INCLUDES

Sociological and
Legal Dimensions

I,,OB

Nancy McFadden
Richard Keady
Benton White
Robert Zaslow

Maryanne Ryan
Ben McKendall
Wiggsy Siversten
Roy Young

k

r-

S I

ci qs
p
SSA,’"

44,0-, 5O

New spark plugs & points Replace
defective congensor rotor clistribator cap
ignition wire & fuel filler Adult
clean carburetor Test for vacuum leaks
Clean smog system Set timing

GUARANTEED 6.000 MILES
With this ad. Exp June 5, 1979

.,/"-

Good Monday thru Friday.

REG. $39.4

I $41-6 cyl. $43.8 cyl.

CUSTOM PHO TOGRA PHY0
S
MH-I Y01, RIVIRYN
06’
SPLCIALIZ INC IN (’OR
rs
By AppoiN vi
II /Oa PI:11; \

Sponsored by:
A.S. Program Board
Campus Ministry
Religious Studies Program

’TUNE-UP SPEI=IALJB-T8
SAN JOSE.
E. SANTA CLARA at 13th ST
298 0900
NINE OTHER TUNE UP CENTERS IN
San Jose, C.amphaII, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mt View
Sunnyvale. Hayward and Redwood City

ULu

REDKEN

CELEBRATING OUR 10th LOCA 1 ,._...J 1
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

May 2

11
S-

Also known as Ham Affair" Li

and

O,
I us (WV’S

Most
scholarships
require a B average "but it
varies," Paul said. For
minorities the eligibility is
lower. If you’re going out of
the state or to a private
school. I especially
recommend scholarships."

LSAT?
Join thousands of
law school applicants
nationwide in

THE CULTS!

Psychologican
and Religious Dimensions

Probably the best
evidence that the Army is
opening up more to females
can be found in the fact that
all three of the cadets
questioned planned to
make the military a
career.

Germany
after
she
graduates next year.
Nelsen, a pre -law
junior, saw the Army as a
way to build character,
while
traveling,
and
meeting people. Her father
is in the Navy.

GRAND
OPENING

A symposium
in the
Student Union
May 1 & 2
12:30 p.m.
Loma Prieta Room
Films at Noon and 1:30

BROKEN
EGG

He added that books
are available to show
students how to write
proposals for grants which
are related to scholarships.

’Much of the money gets
carried over from year
to year... nobody uses it’

photo Sy ton, Van DyA

The library houses books like the above that can
hat ids on funds.
Paul believes that dustries, foundations and
students should not other organizations."
The federal governhesitate to apply for
scholarships. "Money is ment alone has $1,036,963
available from federal and set aside for students in the
state government, in - form of scholarships and

Noemi Shillingburg

TAKING THE

Library helps in search for those often overlooked funds
By La Rosa Carrington
Many students would
not bother to apply for a
scholarship two months
after deadline.
But Jeff Paul, SJSU
assistant librarian in
psychology, did and he
received 8500 for his efforts.
That was five years
ago when Paul was an
undergraduate student at
Chico State University. He
attributes his success in
obtaining the California
Congress of Parents and
Teacher Scholarship for
teachers and librarians to a
lack of competition for the
award.
"I got the money
because no one else applied
for it," he said while
discussing the unused
scholarship
resources
available in the library at
SJSU.
Paul said that the
Financial Aids Department
on campus "is the best
resource for local
scholarships, fellowships
and loans." The library,
however,
has more
directories on national
scholarships, he said.

1

from campus
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’Moving backwards
into the future’

The pageantry surrounding President Gail
Fullerton’s inaugeration April 24 is gone.
The images that the afternoon produced were
captured through the photographers’ lenses for
posterity and display.
Those who either missed the Elizabethan spectacle
or those who would like to have a record of the event
can now through these photographs re-experience the
investiture of SJSU’s 21st president.
The ceremony took place on what must have been
one of the best days Mother Nature has produced this
season.
It was a combinaion of the Fourth of July,
graduation and the Renaissance Pleasure Faire all
rolled into one. There were flags, brass bands and
speeches. It was located in the center of the unviersity
on a grassy knoll reminicent of a town square.
The heads of the academic community turned out
en masse. Decked out in their academic regalia, they
were an impressive sight, as if a rehersal for

story
by
Peter
Bliss
photos
by
Spartan
Daily
Staff

graduation was taking place.
Her leap into this position of increased responsibility, pressures and stress were put aside for the
afternoon as she enjoyed some of the more pleasurable
trappings of the office.
After the formal ceremony the festivities fell back
into the pleasantries of the 15th and 16th centuries.
There were madrigals, minstrels and jugglers.
Shakespearean banners and wenches dotted the
Tower Hall Quad.
Swordsmen from SJSU’s men’s fencing team
demonstrated their craft while dressed in the
traditional garb of the period. Their foils sliced through
the air in mock combat.
Scottish bagpipes and dancers entertained a group
of curious onlookers.
As this celebration of the past drew to a close the
newly inaugerated president slipped from the fantasy
of Elizabethan England into the realities of Tower
Hall.

IM
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sports
Pacific’s pitching and defense stop SJSU
Spartans drop out of first place in NCBA
By Dan Wood
It took two hours and fifty-five minutes for the SJSU
Spartans to fall from their perch atop the Northern
California Baseball Association Friday.
The blow that sent the Spartans reeling was delivered
by University of Pacific, 6-2 in Stockton.
Combined with the Tigers’ doubleheader split with the
Spartans Saturday at Municipal Stadium, UOP now leads
SJSU in the second half NCBA race by one-half game.
The two wins in three tries improved Pacific’s record
tot1-4, with the Spartans falling to 9-3.
Friday’s game in Stockton was one that will leave the
Spartans and their fans frustrated for a long time to come.
UOP turned over six double plays in the contest in
which three Spartans were ejected for arguing with an
umpire. The three who were asked to leave were coaches
Gene Menges and Sam Piraro, and catcher Mike Valentin.
Tiger hurlers Howie Detmer and Bill Warner combined to limit SJSU to seven hits Friday. Along with the
vacuum like UOP infield, the Spartans never had a
chance.
Saturday in San Jose, freshman pitcher Greg Unger,
with relief help again from Warner, stopped SJSU 4-3 in

the first game of the twin bill.
The Spartans rebounded in the nightcap for an 8-3
decision behind Jay Brazil, keeping them in the thick of
the second half race.
"We knew we needed that last game," said SJSU
second baseman Chris Pedretti. "We were pretty down
after the two losses."
Friday was Rob Brzezinski day in Stockton.
The UOP freshman second baseman had three hits, a
walk, stole three bases, scored two runs and drove in
another. He was also in on four of the six double plays.
Need more be said?
If so, catcher Walt Poole slammed a home run and
had three RBI for the Tigers.
FAST
ZIPPERS warmup for Poole’s performance in
That was a mere
Saturday’s first game however. He socked two Dave
Nobles pitches out of the park, in leading the Tigers’ win.
"I had five home runs) in a doubleheader last year at
San Diego," Poole said, "but I guess I did okay out there
today."
With the two solo homers by Poole, a run-scoring
double by Stan Rogers and an RBI single by Brzezinski,
the Tigers had four runs, just enough to edge Nobles and

Spartan Mike Kirtman
also ran well in that heat,
finishing third in 10.3.
Lost in the excitement
of Thomas’ win, was the
effort of SJSU’s Kevin Cole
in the second heat of the
100.
Cole, who posted a
lifetime best 10.3 earlier
this season, blazed to a 10.1
winning heat. The effort
was wind-aided however,
and did not count in the
final placings.
SJSU’s Stan Ross, who
set a lifetime best 1:51.3 in
the 800 last week, almost
came up with the win in the
1,500 as he ran a season
best 3:46.3.

lost it down the stretch as
Paul Wallace of the Bay
Area Striders passed him
with 20 meters to go and the
Spartans finished second at
40.6.
"Our first three legs
are right in there," said
SJSU sprint coach Larry
Livers. "Now I’m looking
for someone to bring home
the bacon."
The Spartans’ got a
variety of good individual
efforts throughout the day.
Pete Austin placed
third in the 110 high hurdles
in a wind aided 13.7; Russ
Nahirny was second in the
800 at 1:53.3; Atchade
leaped a wind aided 25-8 3/4
for second in the long

Spartan
The
sophomore finished third,
only two tenths of a second
behind winner Bill McCullough of the Santa
Monica Track Club.
"Today was a must,"
Ross said, as he termed his
previous season performances as "mediocre."
The 20-year-old Serra
High grad, who placed
third in lat year’s PCAA
meet,
championship
missed qualifying for the
one
and
by
one
NCAA meet
half seconds.
-I feel like! can do it,"
he said. "There’s not much
time left. I’m just glad to
get my momentum back
up."

Strike causes delay
of hoop coach choice
The naming of a new basketball coach at SJSU
has been delayed.
Jon Crosby, interim Athletic Director said that
due to the recent United Airlines strike, the
University has had trouble in booking two of the
finalists on flights to San Jose.
The department had hoped to name the Oncessor to Ivan Guevara last Thursday.
Crosby wasn’t overly concerned about the
delay.
"There’s no point in rushing things now. We
want to complete the search process within the
guidelines and we hope to name the new coach early
this week."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton indicated at a
banquet last Thursday that the strike may force the
Unviersity to forego the interviews of the final two
candidates and choose among the four already
interviewed.

’TIL

The Spartans only
other winner on the day
was high jumper Thurlis
Gibbs. Gibbs, who has
soared 7-2 1/4 already this
season, won with a 7-0
effort. Two other jumpers
cleared 7-0 but had more
misses so Gibbs was
awarded first.
The Spartans are
having trouble finding a
fourth man for their 400
relay team. Cole, Kirtman
and Thomas are running
their legs about as well as
any team, as the threesome
put SJSU in first place
going into the anchor leg.
Last week, anchor man
Phil Williams pulled a
hamstring while running
the relay, so long jumper
Essodina Atchade filled his
spot this week.
Atchade got the baton
with a two yard lead but

5 P.M. - 7

jump; Stephen Chepkwony
was third in the 400 at 47.4;
Rex White’s wind aided
51/6 in the triple jump was
third; Tim Gruber was
fourth in the 10,000 at
31:49.4; and Greg Woepse
pole vaulted 17-4 for fourth.
SJSU travels to Fresno
Saturday to compete in the
West Coast Relays.
Top three in each event
No team scores kept
Hammer:
UTE P.

221 II:

Richard

Olsen.

Tommie

SiOhOIM

UTE P. 7086: Scott Leishman. U.S.
Army. 183 1
400 IH. Rich Graybehl. Pacific
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By Dan Wood
The best collegiate
pitcher in the nation will be
facing SJSU today at
Muncipal Stadium. Game
time is noon.
His name is Derek
Tatsuno, and he’s featured
in an article in Sports
Illustrated magazine this
week.
Tatsuno, All-America
last year, pitches for the
University of Hawaii, the
ranked college
third
baseball team in the
country.
He has won 17 games
on the season, while losing
only once. That loss came
eight days ago against Cal
State Fullerton.
What will the Spartans
be hoping for against
Tatsuno?
"Maybe he’ll get the
flu or something," said
assistant coach Sam
Piraro.
Hawaii, the No. 1
ranked team in the country
by Collegiate Baseball
magazine for much of the
season, has a record of 63-8.
If there is any consolation for SJSU, it can be
found in the fact that
Hawaii has lost three of its
five games on the present
road trip to the mainland.
San Jose will be the
last stop for the Rainbow
Warriors before they
return to Honolulu.

The Rainbow Warriors
will not be without
firepower however. In all,
Hawaii has nine men
batting over .300, and the
team batting average is
.330.
Six Rainbows have 40
or more RBI.
Shortstop Thad Reece
and first baseman Vern
Ramie will probably be the
big sticks in coach I,es
Murakami’s game plan
today.
Reece is batting .391
and Ramie isn’t far behind
at .371.
Pitching isn’t exactly a
weak point for Hawaii. The
team earned run average is
2.62.
Tatsuno’s era is a mere
1.82.
Tatsuno, only a junior.
has broken or is a virtual
shoo-in to break at least six
NCAA pitching records
before his career is over.
The man who will get
the unenviable task of
opposing Tatsuno and
Hawaii today is Steve
Berglund.
Berglund, a senior
right-hander
for
the
Spartans, is 4-0 on the
season but has an era of
5.11.
Knocking Hawaii out of

Ql ICA soi
\

SJSU, ranked thirtieth
in the last rating, was
mysteriously
missing
entirely this time, despite
having won 11 of 13 games
in the interim.

116011 VIII 1
1117711:11: 11 PIM.
LSO X PSI
ONE I151 51 MR f

LONDON
(Including
Laker)
PARIS
JAMAICA
HONG KONG
GENEVA
TOKYO
MADRID
SINGAPORE
VIENNA

The Rainbows have a
couple of injury problems,
which may be a big part of
their recent problems.

i ill NIM
371 6672

The Spartans are now
32-16 following two-out-ofthree losses over the
weekend to University of
Pacific.

SCRIM SICRETARIAl SUMO

P/ierwz-e pe-.97 514-: SEPTEMBER

MCAT
Call Days Eve0i065 & Weekends

415 327-0841
7251 YALE STREET
PALO ALTO, CA 94306

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About the,

(lilt:, In More than 1110 Mann US Cr,, & Abroad

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE. 800.223.1712

Lima, Peru
(South
America)

COSTA RICA
RIO De JANEIRO
COPENHAVEN
MANILA
BRUSSELS
TAIPEI
YUGOSLAVIA
POLAND
NEW YORK CITY

DUSSELDORF
(Amsterdam’s new
gateway
FRANKFURT
ZURICH
TEI, AVIV
SHANNON
AUSTRALIA
MILAN
HONOLULU
GREECE

Plus student flights throughout Asia.
Africa and the Middle East

Two of Hawaii’s top
hitters, Curt Watanabe and
Collin Tanabe will not be in
the lineup this afternoon.

TRAVEL SERVICES: Jet flights anywhere at student prices and disEurall. StuInternational Student identity Card issuance
count fares
dent Rail and BritRall paws Complete tour information Overseas lob placement Inns -European flight bookings and tickets
Youth Hostel
USA. Canada and Mexico student travel
cards and publications Student ships, trains.
buses, resorts and hotels Student travel publications
OPEN WEEKDAYS

Imp Uwe’
444 E Wdllais Str-t
San Jose, al 951]2
I Com

ROCK
COUPON

5551 SANTA CEARA ST (at 12th St.) SAN JOSE

/

term papers reports
instant revisions

WE REPRESENT ALL CHARTER OPERATORS

Previously on the
California swing, Hawaii
had beaten Long Beach
State, while losing to
Fullerton, Cal State Los
Angeles and Cal Poly
Pomona,

Watanabe, the club’s
best hitter at .391 and a
leading
All -America
candidate, was hit in the
face by a pitched ball last
week at Fullerton and
hasn’t played since.

SJSU will take to the
road tomorrow for a 2:30
game in Turlock against
Stanislaus State,

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979

Hawaii beat Santa
Clara 9-8 in 10 innings
Saturday at Buck Shaw
Stadium in the Rainbows’
most recent action.

Tanabe, a 7350 batter,
suffered a fractured hand
against Wyoming earlier
this month.

the top spot in the latest
Collegiate Baseball ratings
was UCLA.
UCLA, the leader in the
Pacific 10 Conference, was
followed by Miami of
Florida, then Hawaii.

AND SATURDAY
(408) 292-1613

ME= IIII

15% OFF

If you’re buying a diamond engagement ring for
someone you love, you can’t afford not to visit
Proctor’s Jewelers. Each diamond is certified for its
quality and value. Bring this coupon and save 15% on
selected rings
Reduced iniccs begin at $250.00

’11.S1

FAST ZIPPERS

St O. Se 2
High
lump
Thin im
Gibbs.
0. Joe Radon Sacram...e.
5.050.

Santa

must hale been some Mondial revolt!

aided.

279-9465
KELLY & LOUISE CLEANERS
FAST ZIPPERS

SJSU
Tnornas. Male

(Key,

40.4

EXTRA BASES
BehaVior of the crowd Friday in Stockton was
UOP may be "the pit" in basketball, and it is rapidly
Randy Raphael mil
becoming more than equal at Billy Hebert Field
lreed the loss Friday 1661
The six double plays Friday gave UOP 58
Sic in one game
Inow 60) on the season. selling a new school iecord

atrocious

Loud, Millbrae Lions TC. 70 7 Ii2;
Karen Elmore, Millbrae Lions TC.
190 1.2: no third. All marks wind

DAYS0.

SUIT OR DRESS

11 YEARS

Ray Aria Snider,
co,

t’yalc

UTEP. 60 l0 Cairns Scott. Tea as A
and M, SO 8 8.140 F au. Ca. Piny

-VAST EMERGENCY SERVICE
-1

Army. 9 10.0. Wayne Hurst. unit.
UCSR
!ached. 9 15 a; Jim Trip,,
9 16
400

Robles drove in a pair ot runs with two singles and
double, and Pedretti. Stuckey and Matt Maki each had
two hits.
The series loss was the first for SJSU in league
competition since the season-opener with USF.
It left the Spartans not only out of first place for the
first time in the second half of the season, but also a bit
puzzeled as to how it all happened.
The answer offered by Pedretti was very simple, and
accurate.
"They just outplayed us," he said.
By the same token, the series left a young Pacific
team not only in first place for the first time this year, but
also with a lot of added confidence.
To a man, the Tigers agreed they’d like to see SJSU
again this year. The only way that will happen is if UOP
softfhe second half title, and forces a season-ending
playoff.
Brzezinski, Poole, Detmer, Unger, Warner, Rogers those aren’t people the Spartans would like to see again.

All-America faces Spartans

SJSU freshman upsets
national champion in 100
By Danny Edwards
If you’re an SJSU track
fan and weren’t there, you
should have been.
Amid the throng of
Olympians and record
holders at the 19th San Jose
National Invitational at
Bud Winter Field Saturday, Ken Thomas emerged
as the hero by pulling off a
stunning upset in the 100
meter dash.
The SJSU freshman
sped to a legal 10.2 clocking
in the third heat of the 100
as he edged last year’s
National Collegiate
Athletic Association champ
Clancy Edwards.
Following the victory.
Thomas explained what he
had to do to beat the former
USC star.
"From the start of the
race) I said I got to push
harder because Clancy was
coming."
The
19 -year -old
speedster from Hanford
High near Fresno shattered the SJSU freshman
record of 10.4 that he set
three weeks ago.
"You have to come out
quick and hold it," Thomas
said. "I was hoping to get
out quick enough and far
enough to hold them off."
Thomas did just that as
his quick start enabled him
to hold Edwards off. The
10.2 mark qualified
Thomas for the NCAA
finals.
Edwards won the 100
and 200 meter dashes at the
NCAA and AAU meets last
year. He defeated Thomas
at the Mt. SAC Relays last
week.
"I wanted to run
against people who were
world class," Thomas said.
"I was glad to face the
competition."

SJSU.
The Spartans lost a chance to tie the game iii the
eighth inning when, after scoring two runs to cut their
deficit to 4-3, Greg Robles was out at third on a very close
play.
Robles had been trying to advance from first to third
on a Brian Stuckey base hit.
When Warner got the side in the ninth, despite a leadoff single, Pacific had its second win of the series.
The Spartan batsmen finally broke loose in the second
game of the doubleheader, against Dan Swanson, the
Tigers’ third left-handed starter of the series.
SJSU tagged Swanson and three successors for eight
runs on eleven hits. They must have been taking out their
frustrations because few Spartans had touched either
Detmer, Unger or Warner previously in the series.
Brazil complemented the SJSU offensive output by
limiting UOP to seven safeties in gaining his seventh win
of the season against no losses.
The game started off much as the first two of the
series had with Pacific picking up runs in each of the first
two innings.
.
But the Spartans came alive in the bottom of the
second, scoring two runs. They got a single tally in the
third, and took command with four runs in the fourth.

(7690 PASCO OF SARATOGA SAN JOSE
307 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE SAN JOSE
110 TOWN AND COUNTRY VII /AGE SUNNYVALL

FAST ZIPPERS
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Picketing erupts into violence
INGLEWOOD i AP1 Massive picketing by up to
.-)00 angry pari-mutuel
clerks erupted briefly into
violence
Friday
at
Hollywood Park Race
Track, as bettors ran their

cars through picket lines at
two gates and police
arrested about 30 strikers.
Fred Seymour,
a
contract negotiator for the
Pari-Mutuel Employees
Guild who witnessed the

incidents, said five
picketers were injured,
including two persons who
were hit by cars entering at
Gate 3 and two men who
suffered possible heart
attacks. He had no details

of the fifth injury. ,
Police Chief Jay Strob
said the 30 persons
arrested were booked for
investigation of blocking

access to the park. Police
used dogs in helping to
quell the incident.
We had a couple of
minor injuries, they had a
couple of minor injuries
and I understand there
were a couple of heart
attacks," Strob said.
The clerks struck when

the track installed new,
semi -automated
betting
machine for the current
meet which began April 11

making single arrests,"
Strob said. -Once we
started making arrests,
they started cooperating."

Stroh said picketers
were asked over a bullhorn
not to obstruct traffic.
"That was ignored,
and we tried to get the cars
through. When they were
blocked, we started

"We were quietly
picketing and one of our
picketers was trying to step
out of the way of a car when
the car drove by, hitting
our man and knocking him
down," Seymour said.

"After that it led to other
things."
After the arrests, 75 to
100 picketers continued
marching in an oval shaped line in front of the
gates, moving aside as cars
came through but yelling at
the dirvers to stay away.
Seymour said large picket
lines will 1w back during
the weekend.

classifieds
1.0013 ’67 VW Bug selling tor parts
or WO 30.000 on rebuilt engine
Call 297 3698

announcements

72 PLYMOUTH Satellite Sebring
condition
100.5100
E.cellent
miles. S1,100 CoIl John, 279 6279

RO DJ 1SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party

tor prof

apts

wanted to c leaf

4.NEW CRAGER 14" mans with
chrome lugs Plies I new tires.
$200 Ca.I 768 6485

I Board

cleaninu service Can ’Jul 8711
COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own

help wanted

track

stereo,

power

windows.

CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience High Pay! See
Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So
America Career Summer! Send

new Polser Discs, new radials
Extra sharp 54,700 Call 489 3615

53 85 for Into to SEAWORLD.
Box 61035, Santo , CA 95860

’74 CHEVROLET Nova hatchback
coupe
Negi 6 tel engine. 7

SIERRA Club meeting Tin’s 7 30
student
Rrn
Guadalupe
pm
union Outdoor and conservation
activities

Alik FM stereo cassette.

52.250 Call 238 6276
’65 VOLVO 1225 wagon, ’71 motor.
many new parts Asking 1800

15

’71 HONDA 600 sedan Ideal for short
Sr hoot
or
trips
to
work

Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
These are YOUR
description
SPRING!

:unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your lile i give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
Style description on a portfolio
References
appt
only
By
Sliding Scale of fees. Inquire
Carol
Lynne
details colors
Bowman, M.A.. 247 2504. 530
700 pm most eves. 1 lam Ipm
Dress

Also,

Saturdays.

for

Success

’68 CAMERO. Excellent condition
rebuilt
engine.
paint,
New
automatic Best offer Call 268
2055
’69 FORD Mustang Fastback 302 V
8. PS. AC. new brakes Mast see
11.500 Call 2778839
’68 COUGAR 302, green V 0.4 Spd..
exc tires Needs flencler repair
condition
running
Good
S695, offer Call 241 9196
70 MUSTANG

Low miles. eon orig

cond 302. V 8.22 mpg. AM/FM,
str, yellow
automatic, pwr
w black vinyl rool Many ex

for

tras 52,300 offfer 257 6042

You never have to
Make a clothes mistake again
Minded

’71 VW camper
DISCO

and

87K, radials. good
cond 52,600 or offer Call 777
3249 or 371 1307

Mobile
with

EXPERIENCE

Disco
Peter

Shows

Light

Styli’

or

two

to

try

PAR t TIME.

B. Tremendous
and lighting effects
available for all occasions. Call

’69 SIMCA 1204. Front wheel drive.
Eon cond.. all new parts, rebuilt
cog. 33 mph
any morning

14081267 3156

Call 795 1752 8 10

batch

Write Arne,i,,10

515U

We

Union

Student

social
informal
an
setting which is conclusive to
meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
attend For more
you can be

forsale

provide

required

information call 298 GAYS Our
schedule tor April and Matt is

AUTO,
HOME,
F IRE,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm. call for an

April 5th

Wine and Cheese
night, April 12th Easter break,
Movie
no meeting. April 19th

appointment

Food

Vegetable
Drinks

off ice

or

at your home, or at my office.
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less money.
CALL MORY STAR, 253 3277 Or
446 3649

student for

AS Council. Most be tenacious!
HEALTH

my

home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,

Creativity
night, April 26th
Miniature
3
May
night.
Dance.
Golfing, May 10th
May 17th Variety Show
NEEDED SJSU Grad

at

Creps,
San

Burger.

STEREO for sale

also records and

tapes
nel. to sell fast Best
Offer Pls call 798 7231 (ask for

Margaret& 126 E

Salvador, 103

Mary) if interested
EARN College credit for breaking
glass, sign up now Or next
Gardens

Spartan

semesster

I,

2

Recycling Center
credits for 3. 6 and

8

and

large.

3

detailing
available

hours

weekly For more info call Torn
at 793 5603. Recycling, the better

Information

53 SO/PER HOUR Mist easy work
near SJSU I yOu can study while
Hours to lit door
you work/
st kedule Also typinu and Office
part time near campus.
same pay Call Don, 998 0149. 5
toe p in only

Call 267

6028

it your scneclule Also typeio
and off ice work part time near
campus Same pay Call Don.

Sc hedule Good driving record
rimed ecl Phone Mrs F
298
4900 Year round opportunity
NEED a Female English Tutor bra

Associates cookbook Contains
tried and tested recipes of
faculty wives Only 5500 at the
Spartan Bookstore
Makes a
great gift for birthdays or
Mother’s Day
WANTED
CARDS
BASEBALL
Lapin, Bus
Dr
Quick Cash
Tower 763.0, call 837 0191
WANTED TO BUY Baseball cards,
all years and types. especially
Bowman, Goudy, Post, Lea Top
629 6939
Paint

TRADE

inside, outside
exchange

your
your

for 400
3 years

house,
paint) in

It
sg
H and

Of
R

storage
Painting. 731 S Third. No IS 1

ALPHA Lambda Delta presents San
Jose State pizza night. TueSdav.
May I, 1979 from 50 pm.at
Straw Hat Pizza. 434 N Capitol
Ave (near McKee) Door prizes

VW

BUS

Good cond.

rebuilt

engine and trans Camper Call
14151
3679860 after 6 pm.
wknds

Santa
Clara
Sof irto. 296 78311

Humane

THE SKI CLUB is having elections
on Thursday. May 1 in the Eng
Bldg
137 at 750 pm. Come
show who you want and where
you want to go next year Ab
sentee ballots available in I ronl
of Student Union Water skiing
on Sun
May 6
Details at
meeting Mesico is coming, No.
not for skiing but for sunbathing.
swimming,

drinking,

etc

Air

fare. z nights lodging and 8 days
for only 1790 June 29 Call Joe
at 268 25191 or more information

PE NTAX Spotmatic II cameras and
lenses All exc cond Call Steve
at 926 6576
BASSOON, 5515

Call

Tad at 294

8957

between 6 and II am and after
10 pm

RECAPS $909 While wall 83 series
Life time guarantee 83 series,
large. S17 99 Radial, 70 series,
recaps and mud and snow,
51699 E. ued tires 06 00 THE
TIRE MARKET lChsount Tire
Warehouse) Dell and Sunnyoaks
Ave . Campbell Call 378 0690

MARSHALL AMP 100 wale about
10 yes. old Est
rood Same
amp that Hendrix used, 5650
Call 289 8019 eves
WATER
hand

bed

E. [mid

LOOK

Queen

finished

size

Padded

deluxe
rails

San

RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid sere I ireplace.
courtyard. parking. $32 per wk

and

MANAGER

Share, $35 single 202 5
call first 293 7374

position

management

while
Work 4 to 5

attending school

days per week after classes,) to
4 hrs each day. $4.00 hr Light
bookkeeping,
misc .
of I ice
duties, light typing, customer
assistance, etc . Mrs E men. 298
4900 for interview

private

yard se,11B0, garage.
cable TV. W/I3 Prefer a couple
to housesit my home On a per
manenl basis, and make My
payment of S275/m0 plus your

?

send

Please

utilities.

short

please Pay negotiable Call eve

application/resume to "owner."
C/0 George Stump, 1058 N If

717 3368

St.. No. 1. San Jose. CA95112

SIMPLE LITTLE BUSINESS’
Operate wholesale distribution
co

from own home or area of

lice

5 unique diversified lines.

Immediate cash flow, 295 5028
8th St. Clean
5165 rent, 5200 deposit Call Clan
01 733 0940 rot 241 or 294 7332.

Part time

ADVERTISING
Excellent
Majors.
collect

pay, exper for all
Local
media.
Call

14151 835 9781
INTERNSHIP

SUMMER

you

for

fruit

greenhouse.

trees,

chickens. Clean. walk to sc hool
$100 Call Danny 01292 8946

rewarding

a

on 5

roommate needed to
FEMALE
share rent in large 3 !Arm.
Fireplace,
house Own room

PROGRAM.
Learn
business
techniques. If you qualify, we’ll
train

apt

summer in sales Call Kevin E.
Sullivan at 1e1381 2461091 for an
appointment

New

England

Life, Of Course! Equal
portunity Employer. AVE

Op

ROOMMATE needed Quiet bdrm
in Los Gatos. 513730 plus 1/2
utilities Non Smoker ’Call Jeff.

INCOME,

boys. 8 and 2 yrS Own tran
sportation. 1 or 7 extra evenings.
flexible Call Judy at 3702387

ADMINISTRATIVE

lob

River

Responsinie

guides
rafting
per,ons Male or female No
i.per ient r. net essary Call Gary
at 794 1618 after op
PERSONS to make continuous Pt
time reslaorant reports for Nit
firm
Research
Market
required
Reterenc es
Profit writ y
Sped .a101S,
Bo.
70244. San Diego. CA97170
WANTED part lime female helper
53 50. lit . 7 14 hrs wk. fleitible
Must have r ar Begin June I
Call Fran al 209 1996

3

7 ha, mature adults
Quiet, c lean env 667S 0th St

BOOM

SHARE

’’Huge Wednesday ’’ 365
beautiful surf girls wanted Oft
Rich Kraynek Productions

Kodak

chemicals

and

supplies at wholesale prices!
100 11x10 ea Ek ?motor 74 RC
yin le Prey RC 037 43. Poly SW
51792, Tri x, Plus X. Pang.
30’s $I 70, 70’s SI 21. 100 It .

EXTRA large 12 or 3 students)
Adults only Modern 7 bdrrn . 2
ba , nicely burn S3013,rno 550
11th St Call 733 6433

Pt time MON/F

Near San Jose Air

4981

61 OLDS Convertible Delmont 88
Runs well, needs body work
$650 Call Dave at 737 9794

40 CHANNEL CB Realistic brand,
antenna included Like new 575
or hest offer Call Gene. 777 84113.
alter 6 p ris

6776

LONDON COL OR PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP July 116 Co;idq,
Details
available
Mayers,

SEMINARS
7043, Berkeley, CA
947117 ,4151 5%5 5.104
PHOTOGRAPHY
iNT’l

Bia

ARE you graduating? What a better
time to have a beautiful color
Portrait created by John! Call
John al 269 7937
JOCELYN Happy ISM birthday 10
My best friend You’re always
there in a lime of need (hope
Looking forward to
am tool
seeing John and Erich In L A

Hoover Hall’s Honey Bunnies

BOOKWORM Have a very happy
Easter and be good for me. Oko?
I’ll miss you and love
fOreVer 1 Lose. your Susie

you

KIM LOPES I’m DROSOF FULLY
SORRY that I missed your’ B"
Day! C U. at F.V RID?

Romantic

friend

derstanding

Likes

needs
close

and

un-

indoor

visiting
games,
Wares
and
more Please write 3578 Agate
Dr No 8, Santa Clara. CA 95051.
or .11744 7435

Sete( tric

TYPING

ACCURACY.

GUARANTEED
Experienced
in Masters. RepOrls, DiSSer
tationS Approved by San Jose

like

WOULD

to

telephone

in

terview persons attending any
Please
schools in Micronesia
call Chris at 179 3310 abler 5 30

hours per week
tom

S7 95

opening

to
br

coordintors,
recruiting.

lost and found

University
IBM Sel

Graduate
II boom

294 1975

San Josef Blossom Valley Area
Janet, 127 9525
for
a
Wedding
LOOK ING
Photographer? Images by John

stereo

are expressions of love that are
soft. elegant and understood by
everyone!

For the f inest wed
ding photography. call John at
7977
269

ENTERPRISES is Your
electronics buying
ser vice for stereo components,

AUDIO

consumer

TYPO GRAPHICS. INC
Writing and editing resumes

compact,,

Medical, Legal typing and trans
Publ., Miens( Brochures

(eSSOr iris

pariah!,
for

your

and ad
ear .home,

stage or studio USe We also have
TVs. VTR, videoscreens and
game, All at S to SO percent

Term papers
10 percent discount to students with
student ID cards For appointment.
call 297 9954

Who else can
DISCOUNT S.
Over 7110 brands
you
Yoh..., ever y model on the
market? Factory sealed cartons

offer
PROF Elm typist Fast. ac curate,
IBM Seledbrl,t t
reasonable

ss hill warranty plus an optional

757 8058
LEMKE’S Typing Service
Rates 2974770
TYPING

5 yr yrai rarity Mr parts AND
labor? All aCeSSOrly, AT cost
of any system?
w pm, tiasi
F REF advice delivery. testing
and set OP’ SOW IOW sale

Student

Thesis, term papers. etc

Experienced

and

fast

prices ALL the time? 5 free LP’s
wrth der ti purr hase? Complete
not’, tra charges
pr ire 01101,
right OVOI the phone, NO ’WPC

Phone

269 860
LICENSED

CHILD CARE! Near
school. loving care, hot meals

No RS individualized one to one
seivrt e?
AUDIO
E
TER PR iSES has it all! The
Wirte,t 5.11.1 lien of the higheSt
Ildelay at the inwest prices Cali
2955150 M thru F alter 2 P m

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers etc Fast Service

any

ARE you an "A" student? Speed
read. memorize, organize notes,
pass any exam

Everything a

time

weekends

some correspondence
I’m warm and real and I am
seeking a sincere, warm and
attain

most

understanding
all
name is Charli,
075000.
P.0
Box

of

woman
Byrd

My

Reprosa, CA 95671
for
wanted
bassist
FEMALE
recording Call Chris at 0090303
02 02.50 51. Dar th Vatter. and Road
Runner Where have you gone*
The Streaker

SCALE
responsible

stall

bracelet

with

LOST

GENEROUS REWARD FOR
PAPERS
IN
TAN ZIPPER

MINISTRATION,

FOLDER

SELING.

(1 ALL 177 7898 or 286 5978

FRIENDS

COUN
EDUCATION.

AND

oval

more stone Approm 3 2 Please
sentimental Pahl. 998 4490

for

inter eiWing.
screening, and placing interns
Coordinators are needed in the
following
aras
ARTS
AD

Silver

NO

QUESTIONS

track and B5R turntable Used
for 8 months Sacrifice at 590
Call 2v4 2367

ELECTROLYSIS Clinic

Unwanted

hair

rernOved forever
FIDENTIAL 2077460

CON

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SI double
SERVICES Tram
spaced page 52,1000. spaced
page Resumes 53 page ,nr I
editing Tapes 510 per 60 min
plus SI dhl

Spate pacm
All

01110 CARTER. 763 4525
WOrk 110.001read IBM SO II

TYPING Vivi, you a head, he? Call
Neat and professional,
Sandi
reasonable rates Resumes. etc

knows it She’, the one who told
me If you can’t accept what
your daughter is that’s your
problem Now you lay off. Jack,

DENTAL

STUDENT

Humphrey Dunran sat on a wall.
He built it himself
For his new horse’s stall.
His horse, Ben, was gentle
And walked in smooth strides
Humphrey decided to hire out rides.
The Classified section
Humphrey then phoned
And wrote a lun ad
For the horse he now owned.
Old time friends flocked to ride
Humph’s new horse, Ben
Volt might say Humph
Put them all together again.

PLAN

ENROLL NOW... For 1010.00
to AS (Mice or call 371 6811
533 50 per year cover...isms. x
raes,

cleanings al

no charge

it..., a year). plus low cost on
Other dental needs Or thodonte
plan also included
year,
TYPING
20
Correctinu
experience
IBM
Sete, ItiC Teen papers, thesis
reporls. manuscripts. etc tOri

TO all the Pike pledges Good lull,
during "I" week
Low from
Debbers and Diane
I still love you even Itesuon
you attempt to do great and
awesome things WiyOUr hnsel
Happy 7Ist Jim.. Love AIW V,

DADDY

Graduate Typing I isti 01055 111"
Hill Area Call Kathie. 578 12)6
Sale to9p
Raise
CUT Study lime in Half
(SPA by 1 Frei. introche lion be
right Brain Learning as taught
at Oxford and Sukeek Orme,
sad, For reservaliOn, dad 749
17111 LearninO Method., Group

Debby’
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Print Your Ad Here:
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1 50
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Cm 0 addoommi tone add
SO

Add
students
needing
A TIENT ION
extra cash Unique war for you
to earn Money al 110me for
SuMMer, sr hoot. vacation. etc
Please send 7S t enfs and a
en
sell :Milt irWril
stamped

Ityfonsman three lams One Day
Semester ram mimeo.; 825 00

._E re insert

Check a Class., omon
Sieve es

velope immediately to Carrie M
Dupree, PG Boo 741, Aut3urn

Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Lost end found

Travel

Wash 98002

For Sate

Personals

Stereo

53 50 $400 hr

Part time

Ill ill

INNMMINBIENIOM MMMMM =1=11=11=1=1

for

JVC stereo receiver with built In

student must know on top grade
cassette 59 95 HYPnokinetics,
P0 000 3366, Walnut Creek. CA

265 2747
TO Poobie and Daddy I feel nO
shame at all because everything
I wrote was the truth and she

WRITE DAWN. P15 Dm 6571.
S J . CA 95150
LOST

ASK

KEN

94958

P m
I’M PRESENTLY in Folsom prison
and was wondering il I could

LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED New
Free
into
dating system

Hourly wage
54 17
Postion

fast

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers. etc Fast ser
vice 51 pu Call Sheila, 779 9179

WW2 Sheila, 7709129

MIKE LOPES

quality,

PROFESSIONAL. typing, Editing
and proof readmg included at
one low price Call Jeannie at

SIZZLE Lips

LET’S GO WINDJAMMNG
CALL LUCKY

High

ESP
Testing
Service, Dept 5135, Box 17624,
Fresno. CA 937711

and extras Please call 297 8515
Thank you for being
you I love you!, . Sweet Knees

Correctible

IBM

Public Mons,

LOVE, Renee
TO

TYPING

EXPERT

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL
SEMESTER Applications are
now being taken Fifteen to 70

COMMUNItY

peopti
PART TIME feu direr t
tor
Therapeutic
Pillow
Will
Train Call 779 55133

is available on all levels from
through
data
consultation
analysis Especially well suited
to eduo 41,011 and social Science

very pretty
ON CAMPUS

all Sue Ann or Val for more
information al 797 8887

51 It.

AND
DESIGN
STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS Neen help with your
thr sis or dissertation data? Help

service Call 755 9705

services

Department

and leave me the hell alone or
our next encounter will not be

port Call Linda at 279 21630

EXPERIENCED person needed to
work intend scroll,’ area 01 Son
n Soil Natural EnCidd. Pleas,

III 04, VPS 36’s 52 72. 20’s SI 95,
8810, Gal lice,
120 pro pic

PANASONIC portable AM FM
track stereo Orminally $100.
hiking
asking 540 Also I pr

others

=MIMI=

program
Sero,cr
nerds dependable persons to
help clderly disabled Earn 53
LOY Flex laS FT Pt Call e64

HCA SI 96, Defile’ SI 617
0516 $I 66 PC

5

fireplace. 3
of
storage

space, female only Available
.5115 deP
June I Rent 5175,
406 5.1Ith Se. call 2891291

743 5887 or 249 1143.

RECEPTIONIST

with

washer.
bathrooms
Lots

MOVIE

competition and waves Contact

Victorian

Parking,

32911

HAVE ESP? Scientd fie
test will tell you Send S3 today
to
Modern
I M O. check I,

trans

for the AS

mornings

SPRING Summer

Clean. meet. 1
$200 Plus
SJSU

Call 288 8356

ASSISTANT

BABYSITTER/secretary needed to
travel $100/w plus rooms Call

collect

apt

from
deposit. all Oil pd Non smoker

LOVE BOATS want you Eke ding
lobs.
areers
or
summer
For details
worldwide travel

HIGH Sierra youth camp needs
sailing
instrm tors
i July
Call 12131 0220131
August)

turn

blocks

3039

SI
to Crceseships
In
ternahonal, Boo 530188, Miami

St
I BDRM

evenings only .

Leisure Services.
flexible
17.95/hr.,
schedule
Hiring now and for next fall
Contact John Cognetta, 777 2971.

rush

Single room, living room,
MALE
kitchen pro,/ Vacant TISS lath

Available

DO YOU

State

255 8401 or 768 1937

CH I LOCAREMskping/cooking. M
F. days Approe. IS hrs wk 2

friend

a

NEATNESS, and DEADLINES

Engineer
ELECTRONICS
looking female
good

FEMALE roommate to share a
room at Valley West Apts. $105 a
month Reliable person Tennis
cr Is.. pool. Call 297 9771

too nice
"Female symbol"
You’re

Have a
Your

Becky. Leslie, and Lisa. HalSOY
Birthday 701

HOUSE FURNISHED Avail, June
I. Close to campus Security,

FORTRAN I need help with Cyb 5
programming
_Expertise

A

11th St.

3rd floor buddies
"DUGGAN," thank you for finding it
in your heart to forgive me

great 20th birthday Don
young buddy, tlicki

furnished, 130 per
wk share, 550 wk single. 177 N
Ms, 279 9504

Jose

Band

Reims, etc Ver
Alt styles Call 766

00r0Iby
HAPPY birthday CAM and Donny
May you push push in the bush!

Birthday kisses to my honey
’ Love, Mouser

HE’S hit the big time! 1!

everything

SAN JOSE

for w.
low el,.

E 01 111(01 references available
Catl 7e2 64700, 475 4799

buns -SMACK

you Love always, "P IGGO."

from
across st
campus. kitchen, facilities, linen
and maidcserv. 7 V parking

0125 Call 998 4735

Call 730

52,695

EXTRA

S500 $1,000 stuffing envelope,
. Guaranteed Send self Andres e
DE x
stamped envelope to

Shores, F LA 33153
ENGLISH Viscount touring bike 10
spd , hardly riden New 5275.
sale 5160 cash
Call 746 1149

boots. size 8, used only once
Originally $45, asking 470 Can
Kirk. 2119236

20 mpg

7074. asr for Abdul

ENTERPRISES.
Shrine PI ,L A CA ,0007

Microdot S757,
$6551 17

II ( HE- VROLE T Nova Hatchback
AM FM stereo cassette. new
steel belled ranee tires. 6 c yl 3

and

Near Almaden
Call 779
Emoriumstore

TER

IF YOU would like to love a IOW
dog, there ar many waiting at
the

female student

EASY
’58

Peter Field,

Call

Prices paid

DIRT BIKE. ’71 Yamaha DTI 250,
set up for off road enduro. Like
new Pacif ice Tank
PH. 769
0590

KIM

Houses

Two

1 BOOM

MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU troy can study while you

Ar!!!

MOTHER OLSON’S

the
your

PROFF SSiONAL

campus 798 2308

BUCKWHEAT, you can’t begin to
imagine how much I care for

TRAINEE. Entrance to career

work

Light
BABYSITTER
LIVE IN
housekeeping Room, board and

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, balletic apPed man He likes
music and writing Lives near

Wale

Blvd., Santa Clara

way
BE A GOURMET Cook with Easy
and
Elegant.
the
SJSU

Systems

Services,

ADMINISTRATIVE

person

5270.
Other
sizes
Santa Clara Artists
Scott

Foundry 249 5947 2892 B

with

Seined

CONGRATULATIONS Kappa Delta
on doing so well in Grek Week
You were always No 1 to mei

personals

housing

University, San Jose, CA 95197

Fine

scupltures

for

You’re No, I. In Greek
Week you provide it But to us
you’ll always be No I Love

SIGMA NU

the Fox

HAPPY Birthday Dear Alaba Love

information, call Dean Hall at

BEAR.

WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
14 00
Per Or, work Ipm to Spm, three
to lye days wk to lit your school

heavy

interface

Computer

998 0149.5106p rn Only

HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
in
birch
Supports
3.303*

DeWitt Ave . Morgan Hill, CA
95037 Deadline 5/7/79

277 3280, or send
your
ap
plication a. soon as possible to
Engineering 144. the Office of

CA 93018

work), 13 50 per hours Hours to

Sandwiches.

is

supervisor, you are not required
to come to the office For further

where to get lobs Send 57 to
Alasco, P0 Box 7480. Goleta.

Small Weekly salary

E xcept

Happy birthday to
teacher.
ion

ads ’se..

HAPPY birthday Leslie F

53 25
Send resume and aP
plicalion to David Prince, 16435

computer

professionals

VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs,

LIFEGUARDS for srn S County
Homeowner Assoc
Must have
W S 1 , CPR and First Aid Start

hourly
salary.
projects ideal for
enhancement and the
to
work
with
opportunity
competent

my

Pan.on, hest friend and above ail
lover Your Golden Girl

Sisters of Sigma Nu

BIRTHDAY Happies to EMS from
your friend!, ROE pal Ar Ar

career

High
paying.
5800 $1,100
per nto Nat’l Parks, Fisheries.
Logginu, and more How and

in

Call 999

challenging

Summer jobs

NOW
Apply
FRONTIER

Zawinger Engr Co. 926 6752

excellent

Hour, Good
5600 hr

AMUSEMENT PARK FUN.
R
costume
operators,
characters,
food
services.

Reward

4168

Call

professional manner, complete
the lob requirement We offer

RN’s. SS hr
LYN’S. $6 50/hr
Required
E per len«,
Some
Call 287 171910, Appt

BE A YOGI

31501

Services

on else t utilities Junior.
student with
senior or grad
comp
eirp
preferred
Call

computer

the CDC

and

neart

Experience in the local
lie,

Name, Sae

provide,

PART lime E nor position Evaluate
solar and wind technologic,

Motivation, quality
products with minimal Super
vision and timely completion of
in
a
aSSignedprolec Is
the

Service. 8350 Park Lone. Suite

JOBS IN ALASKA

for

that

male,
LOST
Shep Husky.
black, white, red collar wcS C
119
area.
Campus
Co tags

TO THE Eagle

Mary

desirable

sales,
main
merr handise
tonere e
Immediate part time
surntner
loll time
openings.

SJSU Gay
GAY men and women
Student Union meets Thurs Ott
pm In the Guadalupe Room of

stel

or both

Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home
fio
euperience
necessary

Flexible
NURSING
Ply
Aides Ord

Corn

be proficient
and have demonstrated ability
in either COBOL or FORTRAN.

ter viewing now T. Corporation
794

pay

and

candidates must

of Avner, a 1060 Minnisola
1613 294 3131

ecelient

PROGRAM
Off ice
of
in

Programs
277 2187,

programming assignments for
the University
The qualified

10
Key
season. hi

tos

COMPUTER

students

Full lime
for

STUDENT

house

call 716 liOS REWARD

volunteer internship
placeme
nts in the community SCALE is
located in the Office of Student

Services at
SJSU
is
outer
seeking currently enrolled 515U

Carel

i ontac 1

TIME

MERS
The
formation Systems

a new

sound

systems

the

ftesible imuugh

117. Dallas. TX 75231

Business

the

SuPereisMe
want people who’re serious
and
about the writing craf t

operators

5500 /offer Call 980 2525
FOR

FASHION

THE

Prolessiona I

PART

Prescription glasses Wed.
LOST
1.1 On grass by 13 M H II found

units of credit through SJSU
academic
for
dep. totems

for the faint hearted Apply at
Ila m to noon
110 5 First Sr
or call 797 4664 for appointment

tor more information

Gospel, Prosperity 298 4509
COLOR

Quarterly You con receive one
to three units through an IS IN)
c toss. and work with concerned

RELATIONS

clearing

MUSI by a (Oat,. over IL and
transportation
have reliable
Work is not dangerous, but not

Spartan

PUBLIC

have a position for you Contact
student volunteer
SCALE,
a

Highest
SERVER
PROCESS
paying in Santa Clara Co You

Si hreiber at 277 3735 or 287 7537

Call 289 8019 eves
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Develop
Classes in Psychic
Aquarian
Meditation,
ment,

the

pol,licatiOO

or 471 5480

speed

DO YOU need a couple of units, II
writing is your mind wi neell
you at the Alumni Assoc iation
tor PR writing and for our

EXPERIENCES

in need of a flexible iob that fits
into your school routine. then We

ES hr 286 3219
"76 PON rIAC F ireuird Espira. 350
V& AT, PS. Air. AM FM s

Care).
MULTI CUL
and

TURAL

(this
handles
public
Person only
)
It
you
are
relations tor SCALE

homes Choose your own hours
No fees Call us now, Quality
Care 746 7041

days

MEN. WOMEN.
JOBS

and

RECREATION

s

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95192
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Air pollution threatens
marble of Taj Mahal
AGRA, India I AP - name Taj Mahal is derived.
Mumtaz died while
Surviving wars, floods and
millions of tourists, the 327- giving birth to her 14th
year-old Taj Mahal now child and her last words, as
faces its gravest threat - the legend goes, motivated
the emperor to build one of
air pollution.
Some 250 foundries the world’s most perfect
have shot up around this edifices. She is said to have
north Indian city in the past murmured: "Build for me
30 years, and people here a monument of such persay the white marble fect proportion and purity
mausoleum has lost much that no one could be in its
of its pearly sheen because presence without sensing
of effluents from the within himself the eternal
wonder of the power of love
plants.
-The Taj of 15 or 20 and inevitability of its
years ago is no longer passing with death."
Some 22,000 craftsmen,
there," said a tour company manager.
"It’s several coming from as far
turned yellowish and now as Europe, labored 22
the new refinery will blow years to complete the
monument to love. Shah
more pollution this way."
The refinery he spoke Jahan was overthrown by
of, a $250 million one, is his son and spent his final
scheduled
to
begin days peering from a cell at
operating in April 1980, 25 the "poem in marble."
miles northwest of Agra. When he died he was enThe Taj is downwind of the tombed next to his wife.
Petroleum Minister
refinery.
The refinery is opening H.N. Bahuguna has stated
despite the pleas of en- that all precautionary
vironmentalists. And, said measures were being inK.V. Sounder Rajan, corporated in the refinery,
director of the govern- now in its final stages of
ment’s
monument construction. He said the
refinery will pose less of a
department:
"If there is going to be danger to the Taj than
a refinery, it’s going to be nearby foundries and
infinitely worse because power plants, but his
argument has not mollified
the effluents are acidic."
Indian environmentalists.
Refineries
throw
The respected Madras
sulphur dioxide into the air,
newspaper, the Hindu, said
which becomes sulphuric
that most filtering devices
acid and corrodes marble
attached to smokestacks of
when soaked with rain,
Indian cement plants and
causing the stone to flake.
power stations are not in
One Indian pollution exworking order. "There is
pert, Dr. T. Shivaji Rao,
no guarantee and little
calls the condition "stone
likelihood that the effluent
cancer."
treatment system of the
The Taj was built by
Mathure refinery will
the 17th Century emperor
perform differently," it
Shah Jahan to house the
jewel-encrusted tomb is his
said.
A committee of experts
second but favorite wife,
Armand Banu. She was - had recommended that all
industrial plants near Agra
known as "Mumtaz-ishould be shifted downwind
Mahal," or "Elect of the
of the Taj. However, a
Palace," from which the

group of intellectuals
complained
that
the
government -owned Indian
Oil Corp. has situated the
refinery in such a way that
it threatens the Taj.
Their "Save the Taj"
committee sent an appeal
questioning the accuracy of
studies on the refinery’s
environmental impact to
Education Minister P.C.
Chunder, who is responIndia’s
for
sible
monuments.

The statement noted
that reservations over the
project have been expressed by both Indian and
foreign experts, including
Dr. Giorgio Torraca of the
International Center for
Conservation in Rome.
Pro-refinery scientists
have responded with a
proposal to coat the Taj
with a protective chemical
layer, a suggestion which
one Monuments Department official described as

Anti -Cut
Back
Coalition is holding a rally
at noon today in the S.U.
Amphitheater. The rally is
to support and defend
education.
The recreation minors
are asked to contact their
minor adviser for fall
advising. Appointments
are being taken in PER
Building, room 114.
Greenpeace will meet
at 3:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Montalvo Room.
Canadian history class
is sponsoring guest speaker
Evelyn Dumas at 11:30
a.m. in Dudley Moorehead
Hall, room 167. Dumas is
spokesperson for Parti
Quebecois, a political party
in the Government of Independent Quebec. Call
277-2595 for more information.
Individual portraits
will be taken for
graduating occupational
therapy students from 9
a.m. until 1 p.m. tomorrow
in Old Science Building,
room 126. A group portrait
of the graduating class will

be taken at 8 a.m.
tomorrow in front of Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Please
bring $5.
Quantex, a digital
image processing corporation, will interview
engineering
electrical
grads from 8:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Career Planning and
Placement Center. Call
Phillip Goodrich, 733-6730,
for more information.
Alpha Lambda Delta is
sponsoring SJSU Pizza
Night from 5 until 9 p.m.
tomorrow at Straw Hat
Pizza, 434 N. Capitol Ave.
Call Ron Ninomiya, 7794755 for more information.
AIESEC ( international
business and economics
students group) is holding
a stocks-and-bonds investment seminar from
4:30 until 6 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
from
Representatives
Payne and Webber will be
present.
Career Planning and
Placement is holding a job
hunting techniques class at
2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Business Tower, room 51.
The class is how to hunt for
using
employment
nonand
traditional
traditional methods and
resources. Call 277-2816 for
more information.
SCALE is holding
SCALE DAY from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.m.tomorrow in
front of the Student Union.

A community health
fair will be held at SJSU
Wednesday, May 9, in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room to
provide an overview of
health and
its contirbutions-to a healthy
lifestyle.

Forty Santa Clara County
agencies and schools will
be on campus to inform and
recruit students for
volunteer and internship
positions in the community. There will also be
the bluegrass band "The
Leatherman Kids" from
noon until 1 p.m. in the S.U.
Amphitheater in connection with SCALE DAY.
"Count the Pennies"
contest will end, also.

Business Executives of
Tomorrow will host E.F.
Hutton
representative
Sandra Tilton who will
speak on financial planning
and investment opportunities for students at 7
p.m,
tomorrow
in
Education Building, room
240. Call Victor Beltran,
297-7966 for more information.
Student
Dietetics
Association will meet at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Home
Economicics
Building, room 100.
Registration advisement
will be given at the
meeting.
Associated Students,
Campus Ministry and the
Religious Studies Program
will hold a symposium
"The Cults and Higher
Education" at noon
tomorrow and Wednesday
in the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room, Call 298-0204 for
more information.

OAKLAND - NEWARK or OAKLAND - BALTIMORE
No advance purchase requirements!
No roundtrip requirements!
DAILY DC-10 SERVICE BY

WORLD AIRWAYS
For people who hate to waste money

444 E Waams Sheet
:icin Jose, (A9512

293-9455

To many, including
residents of Agra,
economic development is a
far more important concern than the preservation
of a marble mausoleum, no
matter how beautiful or
famous.

Free foot screenings
will be provided all day for
students, faculty or

"As in other traditional
medical professions, there
is a severe shortage of

community members, and
will be performed by a
doctor
of
podiatric
medicine and CCPM
students.

women in podiatry (less
than 1 in 10 podiatrists are
women)," according to a

"We feel the nontraditional health areas are
The
tree
foot
going to be of special interest at this year’s health examinations will take
place
form
10
a.m.
to
3
p.m.
fair," said Terry Walker,
on Seventh Street in front
coordinator of the fair.
of
the
Engineering
"Acupuncture, biofe- Building.
edback and meditation
techniques, healing, and
Podiatrists treat all
vegetartianism are some of
the areas we will be show- kinds of foot and ankle
problems
including
casing."
One
organization sprains, in-grown toenails,
circulatory
participating will be the infections,
California College of problems, bunions, corns
Podiatric
Medicine and other foot problems.
( CCPM 1, from San
With only 5,000 active
Francisco,
Podiatric
medicne deals with the podiatrists, according to
the American Podiatry
prevention,
diagnosis,
Association, t or three per
treatment
and
100,000 capita population )
rehabilitation of diseases
and disorders of the human
podiatry is a wide open
foot.
field to go into.

Immi.==m1
I FLY NEW YORK: $99 s I
1
1

"crackpot."
"This sort of idea inpersons
that
dicates
backing the refinery
realize there is a real risk
to the Taj," he said.

Community health fair
offers free foot exams

spartaguide
of
School
The
Education’s reading lab is
holding mini-courses today
and tomorrow in Education
Building, room 235. "Note
taking" will be at 2 p.m.
today and 3 p.m. tomorrow,
and "Preparing For and
Taking Exams" will be at 3
p.m. today and 2 p.m.
tomorrow. Call 277-3597 for
more information.

Employment hope surfaces
for ’soft academic’ majors

Asian -American Studies will present "Asian
Horizons" at 5 p.m.
tomorrow on KSJS radio,
stereo 91. The program will
present announcements of
upcoming events, commentaries and readings.
Call 277-2894 for more information.

release from the Health
Education Department at
SJSU.
In addition to the foot
screening being offered at
the fair, a panel discussion
on "Career Opportunites in
Podiatric Medicine" will
be held from noon to 1 p.m.
in the Almaden Room of
the Student Union. Annette
recruitment
Harris,
director of CCPM will be on
the panel and the general
public is invited to attend.

By Debbie Holsinger
Hope is on the horizon
for liberal arts and social
science students facing
dreary employment
prospects, according to
Kelly McGinnis, director of
SJSU’s Cooperative
Education Program.
Five studetns will be
selected and trained to
work
this summer
assisting exploration of
internship possibilities in
local buisnesses for majors
of
in
the schools
Humanities and Arts and
Social Sciences.
The project was
by
the
designed
Cooperative Education
Program in conjunction
with the Burroghs Corporation, a computer firm,
to develop positions for
people in these majors that
might normally be
overlooked, McGinnis said.
She explained that
people majoring in these
"soft academic areas"
usually have good verbal,
writing and analytical
skills. The project’s objective is to show business
and industry people "how
liberal arts students can
use their skills in other
positions than those they
are usually placed in," she
said.
The five students
chosen to participate will
Area
Bay
contact
executives and exchange
ideas and information
about liberal arts students’
abilities and possible
positions for Cooperative
Education work experience
interns in these majors.
Each of these students
will receive a $250 stipend
and an undetermined
number of credits. They
will spend approximately
100 hours on the project.

Designers’
Showcase

presented by
West Valley College
Interior Design Club
Saratoga Campus Center
14000 Fruitdale Ave., Saratoga.
Mon and Tues 10am-9pm
Wed. and Thur. 10am-6pm

ADMISSION FREE

Deadline for applications,
including
resumes and statements of
interest and qualifications,
was initially set for tornmorow but has been extended to May 7, according
to McGinnis.
To qualify, a student
must be a last semester
junior , a senior or a
graduate student majoring
in the liberal arts areas
areas with a better-than average academic record.
Qualities
such
as
creativity, assertiveness,
initiative, empathy and
experience working with
other people will also be
considered.
Anyone
interested
should contact McGinnis at
the Cooperative Education
Program in Building Q.
room 4, or call 277-2951.
All applicants will be
pre-screened and final
interviews will be May 8 by
a panel consisting of
McGinnis, Bill Faught, a
volunteering representative from Burroughs
Corporation and Edward
Clements, director of
Career Planning and
Placement.
Simulated

"Sales presentations" will
be given by finalists May 9.
Training and orientation
for those selected will
begin June 4.
McGinnis thinks the
project is advantageous to
not only the five students
involved as they get a foot
in the door of the
businesses they contact,
but it also gathers useful
information the program
can use in finding training
positions for its work experience students.
McGinnis
also
predicted that once the
employment record for
student:, is these areas
impro% es, "it will have an
impact. on enrollment.
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SAYS
TALK TO THE FRIENDLY
FOLKS AT

AIR TRAVEL SERVICE
525 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95112
292-0344

Phone: 867-2200 (ext. 346)

Ask a question about money.
Will give you a full report.
If you have a financial question you’d like answered,
Bank of America is the place to come.
In fact, we can probably give you a full report on the subject.
That’s because our Consumer Information Reports cover
a wide variety of banking subjects. Including. "A Guide to Checks
and Checking.; "How to Establish Credit:’ "Ways to Finance an
Education: "Rights and Responsibilities: Age 18’ and more.
They’re free at our branches.

Of course, we offer a wide variety of other banking services
you might find useful. Like College Plan’’ Checking. And if you
qualify Student BankAmericard’’ Visa" and Instant Cash
overdraft protection.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the more
likely you are to bank with the bank that can do you the most good.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. And we’re hoping you’ll
come to the same conclusion.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
BANK(w AMERICA IM

